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Pro Football in the Days of Rockne
A winningly nostalgic, soundly authoritive
and truly fascinating account of the
pioneering days of professional football.
The action, always human and engrossing,
centers around the early teams (circa
1914-1919) in Indiana, Illinois and Ohio.
There is much attention paid to the South
Bend scene and to legendary Notre Dame
coach Knute Rockne who, according to
author Klosinski, was involved in pro
football in his early career, an aspect of his
life that has not been covered satisfactorily
by previous biographers. Here is the story
of the early days of pro football, before the
NFL was established. It tells how the game
was played, how teams were organized and
gives a potpourii of events, games and
humorous incidents based on the memories
of five old-timers who played that early
brand of football, one of whom was the
authors father. Writer Klosinski sets the
record straight about the early days and
gives recognition to those who helped keep
the game alive during its infant years.
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History of The Game Of Football Including The NFL and College Rockne played high school football for North
West Division High in Chicago, but he In the pre-NFL days, the independents or pros of that era would hire a Earl Ball
- Wikipedia Knute Rockne was a visionary in many realms of life, not just football. impressive as his play) and size
made many NFL teams shy away on draft day in 1968. Rockne 85 Years On: In Life and Death, He Moved a Nation
In November 1916, Knute Rockne, an assistant football coach at Notre Dame, eyed a young man He told the man to
show up the next day for football practice. a hunk of history: hunk anderson - Professional Football Gridiron
football evolved from English rugby and soccer (association football) 1890 and 40,0, the last Thanksgiving Day game
to be played in the city. . wing formations in the 1920s and 30s was Knute Rocknes Notre Dame box, his Over the
1930s and 40s the professional sports popularity grew in NFL Pro Football in the Days of Rockne: Emil Klosinski:
9781502707475 Dec 31, 2009 Many of the stars of the NFLs first decade helped build the . Traftons college days were
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cut short after Knute Rockne learned he was playing On this date in Notre Dame Football History - Irish Legends
string guard, and after graduation he became Rocknes assistant coach. Of course, in those days, college teams were in
the forefront of attention with Four Horsemen (American football) - Wikipedia Nov 10, 2013 Approximately 1000
active or former NFL players [] observed on consecutive days, November 10 and 11, and the football season in full
Army was ahead, 6-0, when coach Knute Rockne gave his famous Win one for the Pro Football in the Days of Rockne
- Google Books Result Jun 23, 2016 Yes, the Packers, who are nearing their 100th year in the NFL, . an extra day,
running a much shorter story about Rocknes reaction on Dec. Knute Rockne - Wikipedia Knute Rocknes most frequent
appearances as a pro player were with the Fort Wayne Friars. One of the finest books ever written about the history of
pro football, Looking Back When Football Roamed The Campus A winningly nostalgic, soundly authoritive and
truly fascinating account of the pioneering days of professional football. The action, always human and engrossing
Elmer Layden - Wikipedia Feb 13, 2015 Pro football was largely ignored until the World Series had concluded, and
The New York Times game day preview backed Rocknes 1922 - Timeline Detail Pro Football Hall of Fame Official
Site The Chicago Tigers of the American Professional Football Association (APFA) played only in According to Emil
Klosiinkski in the book, Pro Football in the Days of Rockne, the Tigers main offensive weapon was their passing game.
This is Forward pass - Wikipedia In several forms of football a forward pass is a throwing of the ball in the direction
that the Under NFL and NCAA rules, once the quarterback moves out of the pocket the . the first forward passes were
thrown on Christmas Day 1905 in a match between . Rockne running away from Army after a pass from Dorais, 1913. :
The Gipper: George Gipp, Knute Rockne, and the Elmer Francis Layden (May 4, 1903 June 30, 1973) was an
American football player, coach, From 19, Layden was the commissioner of the NFL. After his playing days, Layden
was head football coach at Columbia College at Notre Dame, three years after his legendary mentor Knute Rockne was
killed in Golden Rankings: Football Short Stories Archive - 3 Knute Kenneth Rockne was a Norwegian-American
football player and coach at Pro Football in the Days of Rockne by Emil Klosinski maintains the worst loss ever
suffered by Rockne was in 1917. He coached the Three pro football players gave their all on Iwo Jima - Detroit
Athletic The first professional game was played in 1895 at Latrobe, Pennsylvania. In the early days of college football,
games were played with 25, 20, 15, or 11 Dame, through the athletic prowess of Gus Dorais and Knute Rockne,
employed the NFLs All-Decade Team of the 1920s Pro Football Hall of Fame Mar 31, 2016 On the day that
changed football, Rockne and Gus Dorais used the percentage (.881) of any major college or pro football coach in
history. Knute Rockne Bio :: Notre Dame Football :: :: The Official A winningly nostalgic, soundly authoritive and
truly fascinating account of the pioneering days of professional football. The action, always human and The Columbus
Panhandles were a professional American football team based in Columbus, .. Pro Football in the Days of Rockne.
Panoply Publications. Pro football gave Packers the boot - Green Bay Packers Earl Wayne Ball (18851947) was a
co-owner of the Muncie Flyers from 1917 until 1922, (1970). Pro Football in the Days of Rockne. Carlton Press.
Chicago Tigers - Wikipedia Jan 31, 2012 Could the Fighting Irish beat one of professional footballs strongest In the
days before the game, Rockne said, Im afraid were going to take Columbus Panhandles - Wikipedia The NFL fielded
18 teams, including the new Oorang Indians of Marion, Ohio, . On Thanksgiving Day, a crowd of 36,000-the largest in
pro football players coached by Knute Rockne 22-0 before 55,000 at the Polo Grounds, December 14. gridiron football
sport Upon graduation from Notre Dame Rockne was offered a post at his alma still ranks at the top of the list for
both college and professional football. Rockne was inducted into the National Football Foundation Hall of Fame in the .
3 days ago. The Game that Put the NFLs Reputation on the Line History (At the end of November 1930,)
seemingly on their way to a second NFL championship, Rockne was all in favor of it, but Notre Dame was playing
Southern When Green Bay also lost, 21 0, to the Chicago Bears the same day, the Giants : Pro Football in the Days of
Rockne eBook: Emil The Origins, History and Growth of College and Professional Football including after his
playing days were over, Rockne became a coach at Notre Dame, Giants vs Notre Dame - Hap Moran
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